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OBJECTIVE
Breakout your creative flair and expert communication skills to
perfectly re-create the chosen image.

HOW IT WORKS
1.

Within your team nominate one person to be the
drawer.

2.

Give the drawer a whiteboard and whiteboard
marker and ask them to sit away from the rest of
the team.

3.

Give each of the other team members (the
describers) one piece of the picture that is to be
drawn (see next pages).

4.

One describer at a time, the team needs to
instruct the drawer to draw what the describer
can see in their piece of the picture.

5. This is repeated until each describer has had their
turn. If there are more pieces than describers,
each describer will describe multiple pieces.
6.

Once each of the pieces has been described to
the drawer, the drawer will reveal their work of
art.

AND THE WINNER IS...
The team that has the most accurate imitation of the
original image.
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EQUIPMENT (PER TEAM)
1 x Whiteboard
1 x Whiteboard Marker
1 x Eraser
1 x Printed image (see next page) cut into pieces

RULES
You can only describe what you can see. You CAN NOT put all the
pieces of the picture together and tell the drawer what the
completed image is.
Have a larger team? No problem! Double up team members per
picture piece and let them take turns describing.

VARIATION
Turn this game virtual by using the whiteboard feature on Zoom! Send
each team member their piece of the puzzle and allocate a drawer.
Put the group on mute with only one person describing their piece of
the image at one time. From here, complete steps 4, 5 & 6 in ‘How It
Works’ to complete the activity.

SHARE IT WITH US
We would love to see your finished works of art! Share your final
creations with us by tagging Corporate Challenge Events and
#positiveteamculture

@corporatechallengeaustralia

@CorporateChallengeAustralia

